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INTRODUCTION 

Many parts of a clock are considered to be levers. This includes those not so obvious parts such 

as wheels, pallets and their crutch wires and suspension springs and, of course, the more obvious 

levers…lift, warning,  stop, hammer and count levers (Goodrich). Saunier’s description of a 

lever: “The lever may thus be divided into two parts, termed arms of the lever, which are 

distinguished by the power arm or lever (that arm which applies the force), and the other the 

resistance arm or lever (that arm which the force is applied to).  (Saunier p.23). These various 

forms of levers take on the properties of levers and one will find this insight helpful as they seek 

to understand how and why these various levers function as they do. In particular, a set of pallets 

and its crutch wire, which will be discussed shortly. 

 
Clocks received in for repair sometimes are missing their pallets, suspension springs and 

possibly even their pendulums and/or bob. Section I will provide guidance to prepare a proper 

replacement for a set of pallets and their crutch wire. Section II provides guidance on deadbeat 

pallet grinding fixtures. Sections III will discuss “Replacing a Suspension Spring” and Section 

IV will finish with guidance on “Replacing a Missing Lever”. 
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SECTION I – Replacing Bent Strip Recoil Pallets with New: 
 

 

Summary of Major Tasks: Making Up New Replacement Pallets: 

Task 1. Select new replacement pallets; Determine rough pallet span and select new replacement 

pallet with that approx. span. 

 

Task 2. Assess the need for modifications: Whether the new pallet's crutch wire needs to be 

relocated; Whether the pivot holes on the new pallet's saddle are the correct size diameter; 

Whether the original stud on the pallet cock is long enough. 

 

Task 3. Grind the pallet let off edges. 

 

Task 4. (If crutch wire was removed). Reattach the crutch wire in the new location of the pallet 

body. 

 

Task 5. Determine crutch wire length and form the crutch foot. 

 

Task 6. Fit up the new pallets onto the pallet cock/movement. Adjust the suspension 

spring/crutch wire “pressure point” and pallet impulse angles as necessary. 

 

Task 7. Make final adjustments to pallet span, entry drop, exit drop and place clock into beat. 

Start by adjusting the pallet cock so that Exit Pallet is just making contact. 
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Task 1. Select new replacement pallets: 

In selecting new replacement pallets, there are two situations you may find yourself in: 
 

a) You have the original set of pallets to reference: 

So you can simply measure the original pallet span with the dial calipers’ inside jaws, 

select a set of new pallets that are close to that measurement and bend them to the 

measured span. Note that this step will still only result in pallets with a “rough span”. 

 

 

 
If one has the original set of pallets, use the dial calipers’ Inside Jaws to measure the span. Measure 

from the Entry Pallet’s let off edge to Exit Pallet’s let off edge. 
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b) The original pallets are missing: 

To determine the correct set of replacement pallets when you have no original reference requires 

a different approach. Two methods to accomplish this are discussed in detail below. Generally, 

in some manner, one will be required to calculate the number of EW teeth spanned by a pallet. 

 

Note that even with all these calculations, this step will only result in pallets with a “rough span”. 

Refer to the “Pallet Span Discussions” section in the Appendix for more insight and guidance. 

Both methods will require one to commit to that # of teeth spanned, as determined by the 

respective method, and then to begin the adjustments from the locked Exit pallet. Otherwise, 

you’ll end up in that clockmaker abyss…”the time-consuming, frustrating trial and error loop”. 

 

Some more thoughts and a conclusion: 

The number of EW teeth spanned by a pallet is a critical measurement when preparing to make a 

new set of replacement bent strip recoil pallets. The number of teeth spanned represents the 

original pallets’s angular span of its original escape wheel and can vary from 5 teeth to 10 teeth 

(5, 7, 7 1/2, 8, 8 1/2”, 9, or even 10 teeth). This really is dependent on the total number of escape 

wheel teeth and the anciently determined rule of thumb i.e. square escapement whereby you 

should be able to divide the number of total teeth by 4 and that should equal the number of teeth 

spanned + one half tooth. While there have been some liberties taken in this area, generally this 

ancient determination is the basis for good workings between a recoil pallet and its escape wheel. 

The original clock was designed with a particular number of teeth to be spanned and this should 

be replicated if known. While, there is some flexibility with this measurement i.e. a clock 

designed for a span of 7 ½ teeth could be made to work with a 7 or 8 or perhaps even 9. Ideally, 

however, the original design should be replicated 

 

The correct number of EW teeth spanned by a set of pallets can be determined in a few different 

ways. See attached the methods described by J.C. Coleman, James Tigner and Steve Conover. If 

you have the original pallet, Steve’s method is the easiest to follow and it best models how 

replacement pallets are sold today. If you don’t have the original pallet, refer to both Tigner’s 

and J.C. Coleman’s discussions on how to determine the correct replacement pallet. 

After having studied these writings, it is my conclusion that in those instances where the pallets 

are missing and one needs to decide the number of pallets to be spanned, I would tend to 

disregard Tigner and lean towards choosing the square escapement choice i.e. number of pallets 

span with the ½. 
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Method One: 
This method is based on the readings of James Tigner who proposes the use of “pre-determined 

factors” to provide rough guidelines (in lieu of the “drawing method” to be discussed next) that 

I’ve then interpreted into the below “table” juxtaposed against the traditional square escapement 

calculation and the Steve Conover's practical discussion that utilizes Tigner’s method. 

 

Step 1: Count the total number of EW teeth and relate that number to Tigner's method of 

estimating rough pallet span using the below “Pallets Spanned Lookup Chart”. 

 

Step 2: Using the # of teeth spanned determined in Step 1, determine the # of teeth a pallets 

spans with the teeth locked on the ENTRY Pallet. 

 
Guidance: The Exit Pallet always spans one more tooth than the Entry Pallet. Said another way, 

Entry pallet always has one less than the Exit Pallet. 

 
Example: 

EW Teeth – 30 

# of Teeth Spanned - 7 ½ 

 
Teeth Spanned: 8 teeth Exit Pallet (6 full teeth between the pallets + two partial) 

7 teeth Entry Pallet (5 full teeth between the pallets + two partial) 

15 teeth ÷ 2 = 7 ½ teeth spanned 

 

In this example, 7 teeth need to be measured. 

 

Step 3: Using dial calipers, measure that many teeth, seven (7). Take the measurement in 

thousandths minus Tigner's ".059"factor" for drop and lock and use this for the rough span to 

start. 

 

Step 4: Bend the pallets to that measurement. Measure progress with the dial calipers’ inside 

jaws. 

 

Step 5: Make the final adjustments. Lock the EW teeth onto the Exit Pallet and make the final 

adjustments to drop and lock.  See below Jerry Faier’s Guidance. 
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   PALLETS SPANNED LOOKUP TABLE   
 Pallets Spanned Worksheet Based on Tigner's Method & Traditional Square Escapement 

        
 

 

 

 

Type 

 

 

 

 

# Teeth 

 
÷ 4 

(traditional 

square 

escapement) 

 

 

 
Less Tigner's 

Factor 

# of Full 

Teeth 

Between the 

Pallets + Two 

Partial 

 
Tigner's Table 

Rounded to 

Nearest 

Reasonable .50 

 

 
Traditional 

Square 

Escapement 

Square 

Escapment 

Rounded to 

Nearest 

Reasonable .50 

A 26 6.50 1.0 5.50 5.50 6.50 6.50 

A 30 7.50 1.0 6.50 6.50 7.50 7.50 

        
B 30 7.50 1.0 6.50 6.50 7.50 7.50 

B 34 8.50 1.0 7.50 7.50 8.50 8.50 

B 35 8.75 1.0 7.75 7.50 8.75 8.50 

B 38 9.50 2.0 7.50 7.50 9.50 9.50 

B 39 9.75 2.0 7.75 8.50 9.75 9.50 

B 40 10.00 2.0 8.00 8.50 10.00 10.50 

        
C 40 10.00 2.0 8.00 8.50 10.00 10.50 

C 42 10.50 2.0 8.50 8.50 10.50 10.50 

C 45 11.25 3.0 8.25 8.50 11.25 10.50 

C 46 11.50 3.0 8.50 8.50 11.50 10.50 

C 50 12.50 3.0 9.50 9.50 12.50 10.50 

        
D 50 12.50 3.0 9.50 9.50 12.50 10.50 

D 55 13.75 4.0 9.75 10.50 13.75 10.50 

D 60 15.00 5.0 10.00 10.50 15.00 10.50 

        
E 60 15.00 5.5 9.50 9.50 15.00 10.50 

        
        
Categories of Escape Wheels as per Tigner's Method:    

* Type # EW Teeth # Teeth to Subtract     
A 26 - 30 1      
B 30 - 40 1 to 2      
C 40 - 50 2 to 4 1/2      
D 50 - 60 3 to 5      
E 60 5 1/2      

        
* Note that D. Morrow coined "Type" to provide a means    
to identify Tigner's five categories.      

 

Definition: 

Spanned: # of full teeth between the pallets + two partial. Exit is always one more than Entry. 

Spans: # of full teeth between the pallets. Exit is always one more than Entry. 
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Pallet Span Worksheet When The Original Pallets are Missing 

# of Escape Wheel Teeth 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Calculation: Rough Pallet Span 

C Locked on Entry Pallet (One less tooth than Exit) 

Measurement in thousandths of # EW teeth spanned when pallets are "locked on Entry Pallet" 

Minus Tigner's Factor for one drop and one lock 

Rough Span (E - F = G) 

8.000 

E 0.835 

F -0.059 

G 0.776 

This calculation designed to determine the "Rough Span" to bend the pallets to. Using the number 

of EW teeth from "C" above, measure across that number of teeth with the dial calipers and enter that 

measurement in "E". The calculation for "G" is automatic based on Tigner's .059" factor for 

one drop and one lock. Bend the pallets to the measurement calculated in "G". Measure progress 

using the calipers inside jaws. 

 
 

Calculation: Number of EW Teeth to Span, to Then Begin the Final Adjustments 

B Locked on Exit Pallet (One more tooth than Entry) 9.000 

Minus two partial teeth 

# EW Teeth Exit Pallet Spans: Fit up pallets to span this # of full teeth 

-2.000 

7.000 

This calculation designed to determine the # of EW teeth to span, when locked on the Exit Pallet, 

to then begin the final adjustments. 

COMMIT TO THE PALLET SPAN! BEGIN WITH PALLETS LOCKED ON EXIT PALLET! 

 34 

Calculation: # EW Teeth Spanned With Pallets Locked on Entry Pallet 

A Enter # of Teeth Spanned from the "Pallet Spanned Lookup Table" based on above number of EW teeth 

Locked on Exit Pallet (One more tooth than Entry) 

Locked on Entry Pallet (One less tooth than Exit) 

Total (B + C) 

8.500 

B 9.000 

C 8.000 

D 17.000 

Mean of the Teeth Spanned (D ÷ 2 = A) 8.500 

This calculation designed to determine the # of EW teeth spanned with pallets locked 

on Entry Pallet. Number for "B" and "C" are a bit iterative. Continue to select combinations of 

numbers until the "mean of the teeth spanned" equals "A" staying mindful that the Exit Pallet has 

one more tooth than the Entry Pallet. 
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Calculations for forming bent strip club foot and recoil escapements from new "Unbent Pallet Strips" 

Calculation: Making Up a Set of Pallets from a new "Unbent Pallet Strip" - Club Foot whose pallets are 
symmetrical. 

G Rough Span (E - F = G) 0.776 

G ÷ 2 = Initial distance in thousandths to lay off on each side 0.388 H 

I Plus a factor for the bend. Determined from experience. 

Final Distance to lay off on each side: H + I = J 

Rounded to Nearest 100ths 

0.050 

J 0.438 

K 0.440 

This calculation designed to determine where to place the round nose pliers from the center point of the 

pallet's pivot holes. Place the pliers in a position to bend the strip at distance "K" from the pivot center 

point using the 100th gradations ruler as a guide. Be sure to place the outside of the pliers on the 

inside of the measuring point and using the pliers outside surface as a fulcrum, bend the strip up. Do this for both 

sides. Cut off the excess material from the pallet arms and using an abrasive wheel, grind the arms to the 

same length. Final Step: Grind the pallet edges to a point for a club tooth. 

 

Calculation: Making Up a Set of Pallets from a new "Unbent Ballet Strip" - Bent strip recoil whose Entry Pallet is offset. 

G Rough Span (E - F = G) 0.776 

Entry Pallet Distance: Rough Span x Factor of .60 60% 

Initial Distance to lay off the Entry Pallet 0.466 

L 

 

M 

N Plus a factor for the bend. Determined from experience. 

Final Distance to lay off on the Entry Side 

Rounded to Nearest 100ths 

0.050 

O 0.516 

P 0.520 

 

G Rough Span (E - F = G) 0.776 

Exit Pallet Distance: Rough Span x Factor of .40 40% 

Initial Distance to lay off the Exit Pallet 0.310 

Q 

 

R 

S Plus a factor for the bend. Determined from experience. 

Final Distance to lay off on the Exit Side 

Rounded to Nearest 100ths 

0.050 

T 0.360 

U 0.360 

CHECK TOTAL: INCLUDES ROUGH SPAN + .100" Bend Factor (.050" + .050") 0.880 

This calculation designed to determine where to place the round nose pliers from the center point of 

the pallet's pivot holes for a bent strip recoil pallet whose Entry Pallet must be offset for clearance and 

positioning of the crutch wire. There is not a hard and fast rule about where they position the saddle or 

crutch wire, but there needs to be some leverage and they can't be too close together (D. LaBounty). 

It doesn't matter which pallet you bend first. I'll start with the Entry Pallet. 

Place the pliers in a position to bend the strip at distance "P" from the pivot center point using the  

the 100th gradations ruler as a guide. Be sure to place the outside of the pliers on the inside of the 

measuring point and using the pliers outside surface as the fulcrum, bend the strip up. Repeat this for 

both sides using distance "U" for the Exit Pallet. Cut off the excess material from the pallet arms and 

using an abrasive wheel, grind the arms to the same length. Grind the pallet let off edges to 50 & 75 degrees. 
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Method Two: 

This method uses the age old “drawing method” to determine the rough span. J.C. 

Coleman’s discussion on this method is used as an example along with D. Morrow’s 

further understandings. For additional reference, this is also the method required for 

BHI’s certification examination. 

Sample EW: 

Outside diameter: 1.345” 

# EW Teeth: 39 

Span calculated: 7 1/2  (based on Tigner’s method which is a best guess) 

 
1. Accurately measure the EW outside diameter with the dial calipers: 1.345” 

and count its teeth: 39 

 
2. Create a larger size drawing to work with: 

 

First we will multiply OD by 4 and then later we will divide by 4 to convert it back to 1: 

1.345”  × 4  =  5.38” 

5.38”  ÷  2  = 2.69”. Transfer this measurement to the dial calipers and in turn to the 

   compass and proceed to draw the 5.38” circle. 

 
3. Decide upon the Span (# of Full Teeth + two partial teeth). Ultimately, this is a 

judgment call based on the anciently determined rule of thumb i.e. square 

escapement method discussed above. Coleman references the usual span of 5, 

7 or 9 ½. Tigner uses a bit more scientific method that is based on the square 

escapement method. None of these approaches result in the exact measurement 

needed, but they do provide a reasonable starting point. Using above sample of 

39T and Tigner’s method/square escapement method: 

39 EW teeth ÷ 4 = 9.75 

9.75– 2 = 7.75 rounded to nearest reasonable .50 = 7.50 

 

4. Convert the Span to total degrees: 

Divide the number of teeth into 360 degrees to obtain the angle between teeth 

and then multiply this figure times the chosen span:  

360 degrees ÷ 39 = 9.23 degrees per tooth 

9.23 degrees  × 7 ½ teeth (chosen span) = 69.23 degrees 

 

5. Lay out one-half of the span on either side of the line of centers and mark the 

let off edges on the large circle. I used 34.50 degrees determined as follows: 

69.23 degrees ÷ 2 =34.62 degrees or rounded to 34.50 or 35.0 degrees 

depending on your protractor’s gradations.  
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This illustrates the protractor position to mark the 34.5 degree angle for the let off edges. 

 

 

 

6. Measure the distance between the let off edge marks with the dial calipers and divide this by 4 

to convert back to 1. 

 
2.940"  ÷ 4  =  .735".  This represents the angular distance from the entry pallet let off  
edge to the exit pallet let off edge. Adjust the new set of replacement pallets to this measurement  

of .735”. Use the dial calipers to measure progress. As mentioned above, this will not be the 

exact needed measurement but it should provide a reasonable starting point. A reminder that 

this is based on Tigner’s above method of guessing the span.  If the # of teeth spanned is 

incorrect then this angular distance is going to be incorrect. That said it can still be 

considered a good starting point for the rough span. 

 
Fit up the new set of replacement pallets on the pallet cock and proceed to begin the final 

adjustments for pallet span and then for entry and exit drops. Note that at this point, these 

adjustments can become blended. 
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This illustrates using the dial calipers to measure the marks for the let off edges. 
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MORE BACKGROUND AND DISCUSSION: 

 
SPANS & SPANNED 

For a number of reasons it is helpful to understand the terms Spans and Spanned as it relates to 

pallets and EW teeth. One example would be when pallets need to be replaced. The supply 

catalogs present a variety of pallets that span a variety of teeth. Thus, it is critical to know how 

many EW teeth spanned by your pallet so as to purchase the correct pallet. Note that even though 

a range of spans work, the particular clock being worked on was designed to work with a specific 

span. Thus, one should try to maintain the original specifications. 

 

These terms are explained below: 

SPANS: 
 

Number of EW teeth a pallet spans is the mean or average # of EW teeth enclosed by the pallet 

when the escape wheel is locked first on one pallet and then on the other pallet.  In the below 

example when locked on entry pallet spans 7 teeth; when locked on exit  pallet spans 8 teeth = 

mean or average of 7 ½ teeth.  (8 +7 = 15 ./. 2 = 7 ½) 

Keep it straight tip: Pallet enclosing the EW teeth = SPANS. 

 

SPANS: # of Full Teeth Between the Pallets 
 

 

 

SPANNED: 

Number of EW teeth spanned by a pallet: A pallet is always spanned by two more teeth than it 

spans. i.e. Number of EW teeth enclosed and immediately adjacent to the entry and exit pallet. In 

below example 9 ½ teeth are spanned. (7 ½ + 2 = 9 ½) 

Keep it straight Tip: EW Teeth enclosing the pallet - SPANNED. 

 

SPANNED: # of Full Teeth Between the Pallets + Two Partial Teeth) 
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 Clock supply houses sell new pallets based on the number of EW teeth spanned 

measurement. See the attached “Timesavers” catalog page. 

o Note that it appears these are sold in the annealed condition. While I would 

double check each batch purchased, this appears to be so. Makes sense, I suppose, 

as most pallets require reshaping, grinding before use and this would require one 

to anneal. Consequently, once you have fully prepared the pallets, the pallets need 

to be hardened and tempered. 

 Dampen the pallet arms with water; Apply boric acid powder; Heat to red; 

Immediate quench/stir; Knock off the now glass hard powder & then 

polish the impulse surfaces to best judge the next color; Reheat to yellow 

temper 

o Note also that the quality of these new pallets today can vary. The let off edges 

could be rough and contain burrs or let off edges could be ground on the wrong 

side. I’ve received them with the let off edge for the Exit Pallet ground on the 

inside rather than the outside. I needed to correct before I could use. It was a 

quick job on the belt sander.  I’ve also received them with the Entry Pallet ground 

in the wrong direction. This I needed to correct on the milling machine with the 

grinding wheel setup. Also, their crutch wire or saddle could need to be relocated. 

The point being to inspect them carefully and make the necessary corrections 

before you start making the normal adjustments. 
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Task 2.  Assess the need for modifications: Whether the new pallet's crutch wire needs to 

be relocated; Whether the pivot holes on the new pallet's saddle are the correct size 

diameter; Whether the original stud on the pallet cock is long enough 

 

A. Primary need is for crutch wire to be able to fit around the center arbor. If not, it will need 

to be removed and relocated.  Check the saddle also, though I think from my limited 

experience, the saddle position even if not centered will be ok. 

 

  
Setup to file off the rivet’s head. Fit up the new pallets Setup to stake off the crutch wire. An anvil is made up with a hole. 
into the vise and file off the rivet head. The crutch wire is passed thru the hole and the anvil is positioned 

as illustrated. The wire is staked off with a punch. 
 

 
 

B. As part of this process one will need to check whether the diameter of the saddle’s pivot 

holes are large enough.  If not, open them up with appropriate cutting broaches. Finish with 

a smoothing broach and chamfer their edges. New pallets being received today have a ridge 

around the outside of each pivot hole. This same ridge can be found on old pallets as well 

so I leave the ridge. That said, this needs to be considered when measuring the width of the 

saddle to determine the length of the stud discussed next. 

 

C. Also as part of this, one will need to check the length of the stud on the pallet cock. it 

should stand proud of the new saddle by approximately .030".  If not, this will need to be 

replaced using the staking tools I made up and shown below. The saddles on the new 

pallets being received today are much wider than the originals, so plan on making up a new 

stud as illustrated below. The material choice for the pallet stud is “pinion wire”. 
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Three  staking tools  I made up for the job. From left to right…Left staking tool functions as the anvil with a hole to receive 

the original stud and allow it to be staked out. Middle tool  functions as the staking punch. I insert the newly made stud   

into the staking punch’s hole and then, using the staking punch as a handle, I place the stud into the hole on the 

pallet cock and strike the punch with a hammer to drive the stud into the hole to make the interference fit and 

also to rivet the stud on the backside. The hole in the staking punch was drilled just deep enough to allow the stud to 

protrude out the thickness of the pallet cock. The right tool functions as another  anvil. It was placed underneath the pallet cock 

so that the stud could be staked in and riveted. None of the anvils from my regular “bushing board” set were the right 

height so I needed to make up new tools. 
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The anvil setup on my “bushing board” to have the original stud staked out. 

Movement front plate is in the face down position. Stud has been fit into  

the anvil’s hole and is ready to be staked out with a punch. This setup 

provides excellent support and control… key to all successful staking tasks. 

 

 

 
 

  
Staking punch to insert the new stud and rivet it. The anvil being Finished pallet stud sitting proud approximately .030” above the 

used for support was made up as described above. saddle and ready for the pallet retainer wire to be set onto it and 

The material used was pinion wire. not onto the pallet body. If the retainer wire were to sit onto the  

The dimensions of the stud: Length .380”; Diameter .043”. pallet body, the two surfaces would rub,  causing excessive friction 

that would stop the escapement action and quickly stop the clock. 
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Task 3. Grind the pallet let off edges. 

Let off angles are not critical on the bent strip recoil pallets. They exist strictly for clearance 

(Tigner, p.165). Nonetheless, that is still reason enough to make a good effort to approximate 

these angles when removing material but it is not critical. Note also that each pallet has its own 

let off angle. Upon measuring several of them, the let off angle of the Exit Pallet approximates 

45º and the Entry Pallet approximates a range of angles: 70º; 80º and 90º. Due to the need for 

clearance, 45º and 70º is about the limit on the machining vise setup. An angle of 50º on the Exit 

Pallet and 75º on the Entry Pallet works equally well and eases the setup. 

The let off edges on the new pallets being received today are oftentimes rough and have hanging 

bits of metal. It is also not unusual to receive the pallets with the let off angles ground in the 

wrong direction. Thus, one should always inspect them and grind them square, smooth and, if 

needed, in the correct direction. That said, there is limited clearance with the crutch wire and 

frequently it needs to be bent out of the way.  Note that if the crutch wire needed to be removed, 

this is the best time to grind the let off edges i.e. before it is reattached. 
 

 
 

 
Use the guide sheets as a reference when grinding the let off angles. 
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One could need to remove material to remove wear grooves or one could be removing material 

off the pallet arms on a new set of replacement pallet because they are too long. In either 

instance, ensure that the let off angles are squared up when material removal is complete. A word 

on the actual grinding of new pallets. Once contact is made between the grinding wheel surface 

and let off edge, you should need to grind off only .010” or so to obtain the crisp, let off edge. If 

you are grinding wear off, then you need to go as deep as the wear goes. As always, if the wear is 

too deep, requiring excessive removal of material, then one is required to replace with new. The 

good news, you have an original pallet span for reference. 

Methods of removing material: 

Grinding the pallets is an excellent method to achieve the desired result when removing wear. 

However, be aware that grinding the pallets also removes material from the underneath side of 

the grinding wheel, leaving grooves and different depths. Dressing this side of the wheel square 

again is not really possible. Therefore there is nothing to be gained by bringing the full diameter 

of the grinding wheel over the pallets. Best to stay at the edge of the grinding wheel and bring 

the wheel down via the z axis. 

 

  
Entry pallet position in the micro machinist vise. Fit up the pallet Exit pallet setup. Again, fit up the pallet on the right side 

on the right side of the vise for best visual and access to the of the vise. Note that the saddle position can limit the grinding 

grinding stone. angle. Fortunately, the let off  angles are clearance angles and 

not critical. Note also that a common need with newly purchased 

replacement pallets is to relocate either the saddle 

or the crutch wire so as to clear the clock’s front parts, most 

notably, the need to clear the center arbor. As purchased, the saddle 

on this set of pallets was positioned considerably off center.      

That also prevented me from grinding the ideal 45º let off angle on 

this exit pallet. Nonetheless, when all was said and done, neither 

the saddle’s off center position nor the < 45º hindered its workings. 

After the proper adjustments, it worked fine in the clock. 
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Sanding off the excess material using the 2” belt sander is an efficient method to remove material 

from new pallet arms. It makes a quick job with the Exit Pallet and I’ve found that I am able to 

achieve a consistent result with the needed angle. Not so much with the Entry Pallet. Oftentimes 

there is lot of material to remove (.020” to .080”) and this can be done quickly and without much 

regard for setup by holding the pallets by hand and approximating the angel. Finish these pallets 

by grinding them to the above described finished angles of 45º and 70º or at a minimum 50º and 

75º. 

Note: Make any necessary corrections to the impulse angles, before you grind the let off angles 
 

Other key characteristics of let off edges & surfaces: 
 

Deeper understanding of Tigner’s guidance to “thin down” the Exit let off edge (see Appendix – 

Tigner’s page 13): This “thinning down” of the outside surface is to create clearance only. It is 

not a contact surface. As such, it does not need to be polished. The key requirement is to have a 

sharp let off edge. This is best accomplished by grinding. 

Deeper understanding of Tigner’s guidance to “grind or stone on the outside to preserve the 

correct span” (see Appendix - Tigner page 13): Another key reason not to grind the inside 

surface of the Exit Pallet…it is the impulse surface, that surface which the escape wheel tooth 

falls onto, thus this inside surface must instead be square, smooth and polished. 
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Task 4. (If crutch wire was removed). Reattach the crutch wire in the new location of the 

pallet body 

 

 
Here is the lathe setup to drill the new hole location in the pallet body. The lathe’s tailstock functions as a drill press. 

A female center is fitup into the Sherline tailstock collet holder as shown. The drill is positioned on the punch mark. 

With the lathe turned on, progress the tailstock to drill the hole. No doubt you will need to bend the Entry Pallet to 
create the needed clearance. Ideally, the choice of drill is within .001” of the crutch wire diameter (crutch wire .054”; drill .055”). 

Chamfer each side of the hole to remove any burrs, as with all riveting, chamfering the hole also provides a place for the 
rivet to spread out. 

 

Modifying new replacement pallets to relocate saddle and/or crutch wire: A common need with 

new pallets is to relocate either the saddle or the crutch wire to make them fit around the center 

arbor. Follow the guidance below to relocate. 

First, remove the saddle and/or crutch wire. There will be limited clearance, so best remove 

what is being relocated i.e. saddle and/or crutch wire. Setup staking blocks and/or vise such that 

you can file off the rivet(s) and stake out the crutch wire and/or saddle. Note this would be a 

great time to grind the let off angles while the crutch wire is off. 

Second, mark the new location: There will be limited clearance with the Entry Pallet so likely 

will need to bent it out of position to allow for the drilling and riveting operation.  Set the pallets 

onto the vise or a staking block, judge by eye the new location for the hole and using the spring 

punch, prick punch the new location. This is necessary as there is not enough clearance to use the 

center drill in the below drilling operation. 
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Third, select the correct size drill: Ideally the crutch wire is a force fit in the hole. The most 

recent batch of crutch wires I’ve purchased arrived with a diameter of .052”. Thus the .052” drill 

is the best choice. This may leave you with a wire that won’t readily enter that hole you will soon 

be drilling in the pallet body. This is good. As discussed below, the lathe’s tailstock can be used 

as a “drill press”. It can also be used as an “arbor press” and so we’ll use it to press the crutch 

wire through the hole in the pallet body. The setup goes like this: insert the crutch wire into a 

collet in the Sherline lathe allowing approximately 3/64” to protrude from the collet. Fit up the 

female center in the tailstock. Then line up the hole in the pallet body with the crutch wire end 

and while turning the tailstock handwheel, press the crutch wire thru the pallet body. Allow 

3/64” to protrude thru the other side. It shouldn’t be necessary but if there is too much resistance, 

simply stone material off from the crutch diameter. 

Note: It may also be that the wire will slip fit right into the hole. Given the desire for a force fit, 

using a round nose punch, stake the  newly drilled hole in the pallet body slightly to close it up a 

bit and then press fit in the new crutch wire. 

Fourth, drill the new hole on the Sherline lathe using the tailstock as a “drill press”: Fit up 

a female center in the tailstock; Fit up the correct diameter drill; Place the pallets onto the female 

center and proceed to drill the hole by turning the tailstock handwheel and pressing pallets onto 

drill. 

Note: Once the hole is drilled, use the deburring tool to chamfer the side of the hole that will 

receive the rivet. This provides an area for the riveted material to spread out. 

Fifth, rivet the crutch wire: As discussed above, press the crutch wire through the new hole in 

the pallets; Place crutch wire very tightly into the large vise with 3/64” standing “proud”. Rivet 

the crutch wire with flat nose punch. 

 

Note: Riveting in this way fills up and compresses metal tightly within the hole and 

consequently the wire is tightened. 

 
 

Lastly, bend the Entry Pallet back to its 45º position. 
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Task 5. Determine crutch wire length and form the crutch foot 

Making up a correct set of replacement pallets also includes determining the length of the crutch 

wire and making up a new crutch foot. If original crutch wire and/or suspension spring are 

missing, one will need to first count the train to calculate the correct pendulum length. This will 

provide guidance on the length of the pallet crutch and its suspension spring. 

 

 
 

 

Common positioning of the crutch foot is approximately ¾ of the way down from the top 

of the movement. In this instance, the movement’s total length is 5 1/8” long and the crutch foot 

is positioned 4” down from the top or approx. 75%.  The actual length of the crutch is a balance 

between this common crutch foot position, where the pallet cock is located on the movement and 

where its positioned on the suspension spring. The crutch foot needs to enclose the suspension 

rod and not any of the flattened suspension spring. This may require one to snip off               

some of the suspension spring’s feather.  In snipping off a piece of the spring, you may snip off 

the tie which will require you to replace it with the “bump”. 

 
 

Forming the “Crutch Foot”: 

The crutch foot needs to be sufficiently narrow to avoid any excess freedom or “slop” between 

the suspension rod and the loop. Also, the crutch foot needs to end up in an offset position so that 

it aligns with the center of the suspension post.  This is all achieved with three bends and the use 

of the three plier types all described below. Also, keep the wire long for all three of these bends. 

The longer the wire, the less force that will need to be applied, therefore, the easier it will be to 

bend and the less stress on the plier jaws. This is a lever property at work. i.e. the longer arm 

represents the “power arm” of the lever (discussed below), the longer it is the less force that 

needs to be applied for the “work” to occur. 
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First bend, mark the length and using square jaw pliers make a 90º sideways bend aligned  with the pallet body. 

 

 

Make the second bend with these same square jaw pliers. This is necessary to place the crutch foot or loop into its offset position While holding 

the pliers firmly, bend the wire into another 90º bend. Only this time, bend it  away from the pallets i.e. bend it towards you. The tail of this wire 

is a bit blurry but you get the point. 

 
The offset is needed to correctly position the crutch wire which in turn establishes the correct position of the pendulum. As when the pendulum is 

stopped and hangs plumb, it needs to align generally with the center of the suspension post.  Thus, position the pliers on the wire accordingly. 

Rather than trial and error this, best results are achieved when the wire is bent only once. Therefore, some care and judgment will be required as 

to where to place the pliers on the wire for the offset bend. Note that there is some forgiveness with these positions. They are not precise, but 

there is a need for adequate leverage. After all, these are all parts of levers . 
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The third and final bend is approximately 3/8” in length and consists . 

of what I’ll coin an “out-bend” and an “in-bend”. To form this bend, 

use the small round nose pliers as close to their ends as possible to 

form the loop or “out-bend” (here is where the long “lever” pays off – 

less stress on the plier jaws). Bring it all the way around to form the 

“in-bend” and complete the loop. 

 
 

  
To consistently snip off the wire in the right place, align the “nipper” Nicely finished crutch foot a/k/a Loop! There is just enough space 

pliers as shown (bottom jaw of the pliers pointed at the offset’s mid-section)   for the suspension rod to fit freely. Anymore and you’d have a 

and snip off the excess. This type of pliers will leave a nice, square end. “sloppy” fit. 

Finish the bend so that the “out-bend” and “in-bend” are parallel to each 

other and the loop is complete. You may need to make some final touch 

up bends so that all is parallel and square. 
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Task 6. Fit up the new pallets onto the pallet cock/movement. Adjust the suspension 

spring/crutch wire “pressure point” and pallet impulse angles as necessary. 

 

A. Refer to Conover’s and Penman’s discussion in “Pallet Adjustment Discussions” section 

of the Appendix. Each discuss the need for a 45º pallet impulse angle relative to the 

escape wheel. 

 

B. Check suspension spring/crutch wire “pressure point”: 

The pallet/crutch wire combination is considered to be one “lever” (Goodrich p.100). The crutch 

wire which presses on the pendulum rod and keeps the pendulum going is the long arm or 

“power arm” of the lever. The “pressure point” created where the crutch foot or loop and 

suspension rod touch is the fulcrum for this pallet/crutch wire lever (Saunier p. 127). The pallet 

is the short arm or “resistance arm” of this lever, and in this instance there are two arms. 

Therefore we have a form of lever in which there is one long arm and two short ones; but as the 

two are never acting at the same time they do not interfere with each other (Goodrich p. 100). 

 
Given that the pallet/crutch wire combination is a lever, they are subject to the properties of 

levers and a change to its length or a change in the location of the pressure point will in turn 

change the lengths of their arms and in turn change the positions of the pallets (Saunier). 

 
You can change the length of the pallet/crutch wire lever in a few ways. You could lengthen or 

shorten the pallet arms by changing their lengths. This can be accomplished by replacing the 

pallets with a set of pallets that have longer pallet arms. You could also remove material off the 

pallet arms to shorten them. You could also bend the two pallets closer together or farther apart. 

 
You can also change the location of the pressure point. A crutch wire has a crutch “foot” or loop 

on its end that the rod part of the suspension spring passes through. As discussed above, a 

“pressure point” is created at the point where the loop and suspension rod touch (Saunier p. 127). 

By straightening or bending the crutch wire you change the location of this “pressure point” and 

thereby change the length of the arms such that a straighter wire will lengthen the arms and a 

bent wire shortens the arms. This has a resulting effect on the pallet arms. A straighter wire 

changes the position of the pallets so that entry drop increases and the exit drop decreases. By 

bending the crutch wire, the location of the pressure point is changed such that the arms become 

shorter with the result the entry drop decreases and the exit drop increases. 
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Straight crutch wire.  Notice the location of its pressure Entry pallet drop increases and exit pallet drop decreases. 

point and subsequent effect on the pallets 

 

 

 
 

  
Bent crutch wire.  Notice the new location of the pressure point Entry pallet drop decreases and exit pallet drop increases. 

and the effect on pallets. The impact on the drops changes relative to how much the crutch 

wire is bent or straightened. Lever properties at work! 
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C. Check Impulse/lock angles: 

The angles of the impulse/lock surfaces are critical – while their design is not as precise as a 

Graham deadbeat set of pallets, for the bent strip recoil pallets to function, their impulse angles 

do need to be within a certain design range. Note also that each pallet has its own angle. In 

discussing the impulse/lock angles, there is the matter of the impulse angles of the pallet itself 

and there is also the matter of the pallet’s impulse angles relative to the escape wheel. They are 

both separate and related. In the Appendix, James Tigner discusses the impulse angles of the 

pallet itself and Steve Conover discusses the 45º impulse angles relative to the escape wheel. By 

following Steve Conover’s guidance, you will resolve James Tigner’s points. 

 
First, a summary of James Tigner’s discussion of the impulse angles of the pallet itself: 

a. Exit Pallet impulse angle should be 90º. That said, some escapements were 

produced that are > 90º and that should be replicated. Never < 90º as the EW teeth 

will have a tendency to ride down the Exit Pallet and stop the action. 

 
In the words of Tigner…”an angle < 90º is likely to cause the pallet to ride down 

the tooth face during the recoil, instead of the tooth tip sliding up the pallet face, 

as it should”. 

 
b. Entrance pallet impulse angle ranges from 18º - 20º. Never > 22º. 

 

 

Next, refer to the Appendix for Steve Conover’s guidance for the 45º angle relative to the escape 

wheel. This builds upon a Laurie Penman discussion on the same topic, also included in the 

Appendix. As mentioned above, by following Steve Conover’s guidance, you will resolve James 

Tigner’s points. 

Note: Make any necessary corrections to the impulse angles, before you grind the let off angles 

 

 

 

 

 

….there is a science to these adjustments as discussed above and in the Appendix. There is 

also an art. Given the fact that the same escapement will work with different numbers of spans, I 

think in most instances, after judging the intended span, just use the technique of measuring the 

escape wheel the intended span and with proper adjustments, the escapement will work. 
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Task 7. Make final adjustments to pallet span, entry drop, exit drop and place the clock 

into beat. Start by adjusting pallet cock so that the Exit Pallet is just making contact and 

continue from there. 

Make the final adjustments for pallet span, entry drop, exit drop and setting the beat. This always 

is an iterative process that can include an undesirable blended process if you are not sequential in 

your method of approach. Understand also that all the efforts to this point will not result in 

pallets that are the exact needed measurement or position. One should only expect to be at a 

reasonable starting point for these final adjustments. 

Fit up the pallets: Once you have prepared the pallets with their rough span, fit up the pallets 

onto the pallet cock and fit the suspension rod thru the crutch foot. To make adjustments to the 

pallet and crutch wire, the clock and the pallets need to be setup as if ready to run. The 

mainsprings can be in their keepers, but all needs to be setup as if to run. 

Start the adjustments - Check first the pallet span and pallet angles. Adjust accordingly. 

Continue with the adjustments. The generally agreed to approach, to avoid the undesirable 

blended process, is to move the pallet cock down until the exit pallet just locks and then to start 

the sequential adjustment from there (Faier, Tigner). 

 
 

Correct for entry drop first, by bending pallet arms closer together or farther apart as required. 

First ensure steel is softened and if not “relax” with heat as discussed below. If entry drop is 

excessive bend pallets closer together, if there is not enough drop bend pallets farther apart. 

Correct for exit drop second, by adjusting center distance closer together or farther apart as 

required. If exit drop is excessive, then bring the center distance closer together; If there is not 

enough drop then the center distance needs to be increased. 

If adjusting the drops doesn’t seem to work, recheck the pallet span and pallet angles and adjust 

accordingly. Jerry Faier’s “Final Checks” for escapements is included below. 

 
 

Place the clock into beat: 

Dave LaBounty on setting the beat:   “Setting the beat does nothing to the drops. All it does is 

determine where in the arc of the pendulum the drops occur. An even beat has the drops, or more 

accurately the locks, occurring an equal distance right or left of center. The only problem I see 

in the photo (Dave was referring to my above pictures) is the crutch wire needs to be properly 

shaped so the escapement is in beat.  And yes, needing to relocate the crutch wire and/or modify 

the strap pallet, is normal”. 

 
A.L. Rawlings on setting the beat: “The essential thing is that, when the pendulum is stopped 

and hangs plumb, the pallets should engage the scape wheel equally on both sides” (p. 73). 
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Jerry Faier’s “FINAL ESCAPEMENT CHECKS 

(USE THE BLINDERS) 

1. Check the Pallet Specifications:  10%, 40%, 40%, 10% 

2. Set the pallets as close to the escape wheel as possible, just locking an escape wheel tooth on 

the EXIT PALLET (Pivot to Pivot) and examine the Entrance Drop from here. 

 
3. Check and set or adjust the Entrance Drop:  Pallet to Pallet. 

 
4. Reset the Exit Drop to equalize the drops and recheck both:  Pivot to Pivot (recycle through 3 

& 4 until both are equal). 

 
5. Check the Entrance and Exit Locks.  Are they equal? 

 
6. Correct and equalize the Locks by either equalizing the pallet thicknesses (refer to #1) or 

steepening the lift angle of whichever pallet is locked the deepest. 

 
7. Recheck #2 through #6, adjust, making corrections in order as needed until correct. 
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Appendix 1: Forming Pallets from a New Unbent Pallet Strip (In this instance, Club Foot) 
 
 

 

Unbent pallet strip as purchased. Also, stay mindful that the thickness of the steel material matters as its 

thickness becomes the thickness of pallets and that affects drops. So, if instead of purchasing, one is rumaging 

through their inventory bin for steel flat stock, remember that thickness matters. 

 

Remember Jerry Faier’s “Pallet Specifications Rule”: 10% 40% 40% 10% 

10% Entry Drop  40% Entry Pallet (Thickness) 

40% Exit Pallet (Thickness) 10% Exit Drop 
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After the pallet arms have been shortened to the same length and after the bends. These are still a bit long and need 

to be shortened. Note that club foot pallets/pallet arms need to be symmetrical i.e. equal distance from the pallet 

body’s center. 

 

 
 

 

This illustrates how the 100
th 

gradations ruler and round nose pliers are positioned to determine where and 

how to make the bend. Pliers on the inside of the measuring point and its sides being used as a fulcrum 

when bending the pallet arms up. Disregard how unwieldly this all looks. My other hand was holding the 

camera so I was prevented from holding firmly. 
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Appendix 2: Grinding and Shaping Club Foot Pallets: 
 

 

 

 
This setup worked great to grind each pallet arm to a point for the 

club foot pallets. Stay mindful that one is not just grinding the ends 

to a “dull knife” point. One is also removing material that leads 

up to the point so that there is a gradual incline on the pallet for the 

tooth to ride up. If the incline is too steep, the tooth will not be able 

to climb it and that will stop the clock. 

 

 
Setup: 

Grit wheel: What you see in the picture was 2” . I tried a 2 ½” wheel later and that was even better as there was 

much more grinding surface to work with. 

Abrasive: 220 carborundum grit paper works nicely. Relatively speaking, you are removing a lot of material and the 

finer grits (400,600 etc.) clog up and therefore the going gets too slow. With the 220 grit, the removal is not so quick 

that you can’t correct your positioning as you go along and it is much faster. 

Machine: I opted to use the Sherline lathe with its variable speed motor so I could concentrate on the grinding 

without also attending to the speed. 

Tooling: Levin saw collett does not fit into the Sherline taper. For what reason I do not know why. Thus, I used the 

special mandrel with a proper fitting collet. 
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SECTION II - Deadbeat Pallets Grinding Fixtures 

The servicing of deadbeat pallets to remove normal wear and polish/buff can be done with the 

use of hand buff sticks and a vise as demonstrated by Dave LaBounty or they can be serviced 

with the use of machine tools and special supplies. In all instances the needed outcome is square, 

even surfaces with correct radius’ and angles. For several reasons, I opted to develop a means 

and method using machine tools. 1) The hand method requires much “talent” and practice to 

achieve the required result. My natural born talents are limited and I’m too old (and perhaps too 

impatient) to wait for the skills to develop 2) In those instances where one needs to remove 

significant wear, reestablish angles or wish to make new pallets, one really is removing a 

relatively large amount of material…given this I prefer a faster means and method to accomplish 

this and, of course, still achieve the correct angles and radius’ 3) The new deadbeat pallets 

purchased today arrive with machining marks/ridges on all surfaces and their lock faces lack a 

proper radius. Again, when I am put into the position of making these usable, it is my preference 

to use machine methods rather than remove material by hand. I’ll also admit that I have had the 

means to invest in the right machine tools, thus making it a pleasure to go down this path. This 

“path” did require me to design and make grinding fixtures, research and purchase the abrasive 

tools and supplies and practice. But the results were worth it. My surfaces are square, even, the 

outcomes are repeatable and my means and methods are a great time saver. Today, I can take a 

really damaged set of deadbeat pallets and make them right again, accurately and quickly. So, for 

me, this journey was a very worthwhile effort. There is a specific sequence to servicing deadbeat 

pallets. You first start with the lock faces and then progress to the impulse faces. This sequence 

is necessary to ensure sharp, crisp drop off corners. 
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Grinding and Polishing/Buffing Lock Faces: 

My means and method for doing this is based on the writings of James Tigner who uses a lathe 

setup to machine the radius with a 3/32” cylinder burr.  Instead of the lathe, I opted to use my 

Sherline micro mill along with the grinding fixture described below and an accessory sleeve as 

discussed below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I 

As I had decided to machine the lock faces, there was a need to have both a secure fit and a means to rotate the 

pallets. The solution was an accessory sleeve to receive the grinding fixture’s post. To keep the tolerances tight, it’s 

center hole was a slip fit for the grinding fixture’s post. This allowed the post to rotate freely, but not loosely. The 

pallets are secured by securing the pallet arbor with the socket head screws. This secure fit is needed for the 

machining passes to follow. The accessory sleeve was fitup into the micro vise and tightened securely. 

 

  
The grinding fixture’s post was fit into The complete setup with the cylinder burr fitup into the micro 

The accessory sleeve. mill’s spindle and the pallets tightened in the grinding fixture 

in such a fashion so that the burr could be aligned next to the 

the pallet. Note that this was a 1/8” cylinder burr. Later I 

obtained 3/32” cylinder burrs as recommended by Mr. Tigner. 
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Another feature of this grinding fixture, is that all could be removed to check progress and then returned to its 

position without losing its original point of reference. 

 

 

 

Sometimes it is best to just remove the crutch wire. This will be case by case. 

However, the pallet arbor can stay intact and be used for support and positioning. 
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The trick to success, in addition to this grinding fixture setup, is to machine from the outer edge 

of the drop off corner of the pallet inwards towards the pallet body. This is for the lock faces of 

both the Entry and Exit Pallets. The actual steps are: 1) Position the cylinder burr at the outer 

edge of the drop off corner. 2)Rotate the pallets to ensure clearance. 3) Reposition the burr at 

the outer edge of the drop off corner. Turn on the micro mill and advance the cross slide until 

you hear a faint cutting sound, then turn off the micro mill 4) Zero the hand wheel, check that the 

burr is positioned at the outer edge of the drop off corner, then turn on the mill and rotate the 

pallets into the burr for the first pass. Bring the pallets back out clear of the burr. 5) Advance the 

cross slide .001” and rotate the pallets into the burr for a second pass. Bring the pallets back out 

clear of the burr. 6) Continue in this fashion .001” per pass until you are satisfied with the 

smoothness of the surface and the radius. 

 

        This setup works because it replicates the original design of the pallets i.e. the middle of 

each pallet is equidistant from the pallet arbor’s center point. Furthermore, in the original design, 

the pallet arbor’s center point was the vertex point for the angle that was drawn to represent each 

pallet’s locking face and drop off corner. In the above setup, the pallet arbor inserted into the 

accessory sleeve establishes that same vertex point. The pallets are then allowed to revolve 

around this point by the mere fact they are attached to the pallet body and in so doing the setup 

replicates the original design. 
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Positioning for the Exit Pallet. Same as above at the outer edge of the drop off corner. Note that 

I’v purchased new 3/32” and 1/8” double cut carbide burrs, both with 1/8” shanks, to try on my 

next deadbeat pallet project. They should leave a smoother finish. Then I’ll use the 320 and 600 

aluminum oxide abrasive powder as described below. 

 

 

 

 

 

This is the lathe I used for machining the grinding fixtures. Nothing like a 

Myford Super 7 to make larger tools for clockmaking! 
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Polishing tools for the inside and outside lock surfaces. ¼” diameter x 3/8” long hard felt 

cylinder bobs were purchased to polish the Entry Pallet’s Outside lock surface (1/4” x 3/8”) and 

the Exit Pallets Inside lock surface (1/4” turned down to 1/8”). Above picture shows the setup 

where I used the round nose cutting tool that I use for brass i.e. that cutting tool with no rake to 

machine the 1/4” diameter cylinder bob down to 1/8” diameter. This 1/8” cylinder bob will get 

inside the Exit Pallet Inside lock surface nicely. 
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Abrasives/Grit Sequence and Lapping Tools for Lock Faces: 

When needing to remove wear from lock faces and then to polish their surfaces, given the 

required need to maintain the radius on both lock faces and that the Exit Pallet’s inside lock 

surface is very hard to get at, the abrasives supplies and tools I use for lock faces are completely 

different from those I use for the impulse faces. The abrasive and polishing supplies include 

aluminum oxide powders in various grits along with polishing compounds and the tools include a 

“cylinder lapping tool” and cylinder hard felt bobs. Along with maintaining the radius, these 

tools and supplies allow me to remove equal amounts of material and leave square, even 

surfaces. 

 
Abrasives/Polishing Compounts & Grit Sequence: 

320 grit aluminum oxide mixed with oil to make an abrasive paste/slurry; 600 grit aluminum 

oxide mixed with oil to make an abrasive paste/slurry; charge a felt bob with brown tripoli 

compound (approx. 800-1000 grit) and polish out the sanding lines; charge a second felt bob 

with red rouge compound (approx 2000 grit) and buff to a mirror finish. Note that the yellow 

rouge grit  is in between tripoli and red rouge, if for some reason you need an between grit. 

 
Tools: 

Cylinder Lapping Tool - to remove wear, a lapping tool is the means for carrying the abrasive 

paste/slurry: 

 The aluminum oxide requires a cylinder lapping tool. The ideal material is cast iron but, 

practically speaking, it is not available in the needed 3/32” or 1/8” diameters. 

 I tried brass rod and it is so soft that brass particles rub off and impregnates themselves 

into the steel pallets. Not good. 

 I next tried O-1 polished drill rod. That was better. 

 I then remembered the 1/8” diameter 12L14 mild steel rod I have in stock. I think it will 

work the best on my next project. It’s much harder than the brass and its surface is more 

suitable than the polished O-1 drill rod for holding onto/retaining the abrasive 

paste/slurry and I have 1/8’ diameter stock. If need be, I can machine a short portion of 

its length (3/8” is plenty – only need a short length of cut) to a diameter of 3/32” for the 

smaller pallet sets. 

 
Hard Felt Cylinder Bobs: 

To polish, the hard felt cylinder bobs illustrated above are used for the two final polishing steps 

(1
st 

brown tripoli and 2nd red rouge). They worked great. One just needs to be careful how 

much pressure you put onto the 1/8” diameter bobs as they will break off. No hardship if that 

happens, just turn down another one from the ¼” bob supply. Note that I also tried  1/8” 

pegwood and birch dowels as a lapping tool for a final polish but they flexed excessively. Not 

good. 
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Troubleshooting Tips: 
 

1. Locks Too Deep: 

A. Lift angles may not be correct: 

If the locks appear too deep, it may be that the lift angles are not ground to the 

correct angle. Check carefully and precisely when using Jerry Faier’s method. Jerry’s 

method requires an accurate, closed circle, a crisp tangent line and adherence to 

measuring both pallets on the same side of the line. 

 
B. Drops may need further adjustment: 

Question to Dave LaBounty – can locks be “too deep” even if there is nice clearance 

for drop? I’m practicing with a ST # 2 movement where I’m trying to fit a purchased 

set of deadbeat pallets (from Timesavers). After renewing the acting surfaces, 

machining the radial faces and following Jerry’s method for angles, I’m only getting 

about an hour’s run. The locks are deep and there is minimal drop. Wondering if the 

deep locks are the source of the problem.  Could the pallets perhaps be too long on 

this purchased set. DM 

Answer:  Yes, the locks can be so deep there isn’t enough power to swing a heavy 

pendulum far enough to unlock. Also, deadbeat escapements which run heavy 

pendulums will usually need 1 1/2 degrees of lift rather than 2 degrees. D 

Follow up question to Dave LaBounty - In using Jerry’ s method I think I’ve 

established an accurate 1 ½ degree lift angle. What would be some other ways to 

resolve what might be too deep a lock on this ST # 2 with its heavy pendulum? 

Answer: Locks can be changed by adjusting the exit drop (will only change slightly 

by adjusting the entrance drop) or by changing the lift angle. Increasing the Exit drop 

will reduce both Entry lock and Exit lock. D. I interpreted from Dave’s response that 

shortening the pallets would have no effect. 

2. Mislocking: 

This condition occurs when the escape wheel tooth drops onto the Entry or Exit 

pallet’s impulse surface instead of the lock surface. It also may be that the tooth locks 

on one pallet and mislocks on the other. “With a deadbeat escapement the only way to 

alter this is to close the pallets or bend the two arms closer together” (Gazeley, p. 50). 

 
I believe Gazeley makes this assertion as it assumes the mislocking is occurring onto 

the Entry Pallet instead of the Entry Pallet. Because if the mislocking is occurring on 

the Exit Pallet, the correction would be to decrease the center distance. 
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3. Always place the clock into “rough beat” at the bench: 

Occurances of mislocking can be mis-diagnosed if a clock is significantly out of beat. 

This can cause the repairer to overcorrect by bending the pallets as described above. 

Overcorrecting is not only frustrating, bending any set or type of pallets always brings 

with it the risk of breakage. This is a very undesirable outcome, particularly in the case of 

deadbeat pallets. Thus, you only want to bend them if you have to and then you want to 

bend them in the right direction. 

 
Thus, I’ve learned to place the clock into “rough beat” at the bench. This is a phrase I’ve 

coined for a condition where the crutch is adjusted so that it is equal side to side “to the 

eye” during the locks and unlocks of the Entry and Exit Pallets. During this adjustment, 

one does not seek to simulate overrun, just lock and unlock (refer to Dave LaBounty’s 

400 day clock instructions). This assumes the drops either are equal or have been 

adjusted beforehand to be equal. 

 
For reference, one can’t really simulate a clock’s running environment at the bench i.e. 

can’t simulate exactly the locks, unlocks and overrun. The best you can try to do is 

simulate the “running condition” by applying downward pressure onto the crutch foot. 

For additional reference, the “running condition” includes overrun and is generated from 

several factors that are not present at the bench. i.e. weight of the pendulum and its bob, 

gravity, weight or spring power. 

Rough beat vs. in beat. 

The rough beat is as described above. The adjustments needed to place a clock in a true 

“in beat” condition can really only be achieved with the clock fitup onto a movement 

stand or its case and actually be running. 

 
So, once in “rough beat”, setup the clock on the movement stand, fitup the pendulum and 

apply the power i.e. add the weight or wind the spring a few turns. Start the pendulum, let 

the clock “settle in” and then observe the locks and drops. Only then if the mislocking 

or jamming occurs should one make the necessary adjustment. It is only after a 

clock “settles in” can one truly assess drops and locks. “Settling in” is a common 

clockmaker phrase used to describe the condition that occurs when the pendulum reaches 

its natural vibration and a clock’s drops, locks and overrun normalize. 

 
Further background: When you first start up a pendulum, invariably, you will start it 

swinging beyond its normal vibration. 
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4. Troubleshooting a stoppage (thinking it was escapement related) with Dave 

LaBounty (Q & A Email exchange): 
 

Q. Regarding a ST #2 with a deadbeat escapement that is vexing me.  Repeatedly, the clock will 

run 4 days on my horse and then stop. The weight stops just about the same place every time – 

the bottom of the weight is just at the top of the bob. So my question…Is there an extraordinary 

amount of friction encountered by the pendulum when the weight reaches this point? Said 

another way, is there any more friction for the pendulum to swing through when the weight is 

next to the bob as vs. when it is not? I am thinking that I might not have enough run, overswing 

and the added friction causing the pendulum to drag and stop. My drops are quite minimal and I 

think equal. This last time, there seemed like there was a lack of power causing the problem. But 

thought I’d get your feedback on extra friction first to help my focus. 

A: This is typically an indication of sympathetic vibration. 
 

Q. Thx D. last night I positioned the weight at the bob and it is running this morning. Something 

else besides sympathetic vibration must be the source of the problem. I’ll keep checking. 

A. Hey Dave- I’m not sure your test is sufficient to discount sympathetic vibration :-).  It can 

take a long time for the pendulum to transfer enough energy to the movement, stand, and weight 

for it to not have enough energy to unlock.  A better experiment would be to screw the stand to 

the wall and secure the movement well to the stand.  If you make sure the stand and/or 

movement can’t sway with the pendulum, and yet the movement still stops at the same point, 

then you can look for other causes. D. 

 
Q. Excellent tip. Thx D. This also got me to wondering if it was time to test this movement in its 

clock case? And observe the outcome. 

A. Yep, that's what I'd do :-). D. 
 

Q.  I also meant to ask: if the deadbeat locks and drops are good and if repeated tests result in 

stopping after 4 days and if my Microset beat error is read 0% - 1% for 25 -30 consecutive teeth 

of the 40 teeth and 3%, 4% for the remainder of the teeth. Is the probability low that the 

escapement is the problem and to look elsewhere? 

A: I assumed you set the lift angles to 1 1/2 degrees rather than 2 degrees but thought I'd mention 

it at this juncture just to be sure.  To answer your question...  Yes, if the locks, drops, lift angles, 

and beat are all correct, you can look someplace else for problems. 

 
Epilogue: In the end, after all adjustments were correctly made and the stoppage after 4 days 

continued, I identified the source of the problem initially as a “lack of power” problem and 

ultimately identified the root cause of the problem was the weight cord being caught onto itself. 

Ugh! 
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5. Clock going in and out of beat while it is running…it may continue to run 

or only runs for a few days: 

Most often, the condition of the escape wheel teeth is the source of the problem. Many 

years of running the clock can result in the tips of the escape wheel teeth being damaged 

or worn to an uneven height i.e short teeth and long teeth. Check the escape wheel tooth 

tips carefully with a loupe. Likely their tips are damaged and of uneven height and thus in 

need of repair. It only takes a few damaged tooth tips for this condition to exist. The 

usual repair being “pulling” whereby the bent, damaged tips are straightened and then 

“topping the escape wheel” to machine all the tooth tips back to an even length. See Dave 

LaBounty’s “Escape Wheel Repair” article and Steve Nelson’s “Topping Escape 

Wheels” article. Most masters are in agreement, to ensure accuracy, that an escape wheel 

needs to be fit up between centers with one pivot chucked in a collet and the other pivot 

in a female center in the tailstock. This does put the pivots at risk of breakage so step 

carefully through the setup and machining process. 

 

6. Topping Escape Wheels: 

A. Fit up the escape wheel in the lathe so that the wheel is machined in a direction such 

that the burr occurs on the non-working face of the escape wheel teeth (D. LaBounty). 

 
Coupled with determining this setup, is the need to be mindful that a cutter’s relief 

and rake are only designed to remove material when the material is turning towards 

its tip not away from its tip. Thus, the cutting tool can only properly cut when the 

wheel is turning towards the cutter tip. This is the “forward” motor position on the 

Levin lathe a/k/a the normal turning position. As a result, on a deadbeat escape wheel 

the proper setup will feel like you are reversing the wheel. But that setup position is 

necessary so that the front of the tooth presents itself to the cutter and the wheel can 

turn towards the cutter tip. This setup will achieve Dave LaBounty’s above guidance 

“to machine in a direction that the burr occurs on the non-working face of the EW 

teeth”. 

 
Note: When referring to the 400 Day Clock Repair Guide, Henry Fried’s section 

on wheel topping needs some clarification. His illustration and instructions are 

specifically talking about the use of a file to top the wheel teeth. When it comes 

to using a lathe cutting tool to do escape wheel topping that is a different 

technique altogether. So, instead of following Mr. Fried’s instructions for use of 

a file, follow the above and below instructions and illustrations regarding setup 

and direction of wheel when using the lathe cutting tool. 
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B. Face of the lathe tool (nose shape) should be sharp, pointy (Question to D.LaBounty): 

Hi D – I am practicing topping escape wheels and getting various results. What lathe 

tool shape works best for you/what would you recommend? A sharp/pointed nose tool 

that removes only a little bit at a time to minimize any chance of bending the teeth? 

Or a round nose, flat nose tool that takes it all off at once or at least in a pass or two to 

avoid the fine lines that a pointed tool might tend to leave? Also, is deburring with the 

brass wheel on the buffer generally enough for you? Or do you like to lightly touch up 

the backs of the teeth with a fine file? Thx much. DM 

Hey Dave-I use a heavy-duty Levin lever-feed cross slide with stops and a tool bit 

which is shaped to cut threads (sharp and pointy).  The stops help me control the 

depth of the cut.  I take light cuts with a relatively high lathe speed.  Lines on the tips 

of the teeth are caused by feeding too quickly or by chatter.  And yes, sometimes the 

teeth will bend if the cut is too deep.  You should experiment with tool bit forms and 

find the shape which best works for you. 

I de-burr with the buffer but also go back and touch up the teeth with a file if there are 

any burrs left over and straighten any which are twisted or bent. Regards, D. 
 

 

Setup for topping a deadbeat escape wheel. Front of the teeth are facing the cutter tool. 

Sharp, pointed cutting tool ready to go to work. Take light cuts at a fast lathe speed and 

move the cutter slowly across the wheel teeth. This setup is on my Levin watchmaker lathe. 
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Another view of the deadbeat escape wheel setup for topping. Notice the sharp, pointy 

tool. Both Jerry K. and Dave L. recommend a pointed thread cutter type of lathe tool. 

This is my right hand facing tool and it worked fine. Used a fast lathe speed and 

brought the tool slowly across the tips of the wheel teeth. This was all setup on the Levin 

lathe. 

 

 

Another view from the side of the deadbeat escape wheel setup for topping. The front of the teeth are facing towards 

the cutter. Operate lathe in the “Forward” position…turning down towards the cutter. 
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C. Jerry Keiffer’s NAWCC MB Post on Topping Escape Wheels (9/06/2013): 
 

When an escape wheel is serviced, it will not necessarily mean that the escapement will 

need adjustment. In my experience, two adjustments of an escape wheel are a must for a 

strong running movement. It must run true without runout in relation to the pivots and the 

tips of the teeth must be equally spaced. My personal servicing procedure is as follows. 

(The dirty and damaged escape wheel was handy and for illustration only.) 

 
(1) I first measure the OD of the escape wheel before work begins. 

(2) I then straighten each tooth using a smooth, straight jaw pliers with polished surfaces 

per the first attached photo. The lower jaw of the pliers is held parallel with the flat tooth 

surface. Pressure is applied on the pliers and it is pulled off of the tooth as many times as 

it takes to straighten the tooth. This process will generally lengthen the tooth ever so 

slightly. 

(3) Tooth spacing is then checked using a rotary table mounted in a milling machine per 

the second attached photo. The rotary table is indexed for each tooth and the tooth 

position is checked against a Gage pin mounted and positioned in the mill spindle. Of 

course the pin is moved back and re-engaged each time the wheel is indexed. This is a 

quick and easy check. 

(4) The wheel is then transferred to the lathe where the OD is turned to its original OD 

making sure each tooth is touched. 

When turning the OD, I use high speed and a pointed "E" type or threading lathe tool to 

eliminate any stress or distortion on the tip’s of the escape teeth. Per the third attached 

photo. 

 
Jerry Kieffer 
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Grinding and Polishing Impulse/Lift Faces: 
 

My design allows the pallets to remain on their arbor and makes use of two quality Levin lathe 

accessories for the needed control and rigid setup. As mentioned above, the supplies and tools 

used for grinding and polishing impulse faces are completely different from those I use for lock 

faces. Additionally, the work occurs on the Levin lathe. This is discussed in detail below. 

 

 

 

  
 

Levin items used for my deadbeat pallet grinding jig. The two fixtures I made to hold the pallets. The 

Levin Saw Collet to hold the “grit wheels” and the beauty of my design is that you can leave the 

T-slot and Post Holder from Levin’s double roller filing pallets affixed to their arbor. One does not need to 

rest to hold my grinding fixture. stake off the pallets as required by other grinding 

fixtures designs. Dimensions: Slip fits were machined 

for both the center hole diameter and post diameter. 

The center hole to receive the arbor is the same size 

as the arbor. The depth of the center hole is only as 

deep as the inserted arbor is long. The post diameter 

was .275”. No sloppy fits! I drilled and tapped 8-32 

cross-holes to receive a set screw from both sides to 

firmly hold the arbor while judging the setup and then 

loosened to allow one to swing the pallets and easily 

remove to check progress. 
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GRIT WHEELS: 

The “grit wheels” are homemade. Neither the backer plates nor the sanding discs are available 

commercially in 1 ½ ” and 1 ¾” sizes. So, steel rounds were purchased cheaply from 

“wagnercompanies.com” in several size diameters, all ¼” thick. These functioned as the backer 

plates which were then drilled and reamed for a ¼” center hole. The actual sequence was: center 

drilled; drilled with letter “C” drill; reamed with a ¼’ reamer. Its edge was then machined for a 

finished look and to remove the ridge. 

 
One method to obtain the sanding discs would have been to purchase larger sanding sheets of 

various grits and punch out the various sandpapers grits using muffler pipe as a “wad punch”. 

Ultimately and alternately, I did not bother punching out the discs. Instead I just rough cut a 

circle from the larger sandpaper sheet and glued them to the grit wheels. Then using my shop 

scissors, I trimmed the excess. It worked fine. 

 
Note that I sprayed one surface only, (the disc side) so the paper could be more easily removed 

and replaced. Apparently, per the directions, spraying both the paper and the disc surface would 

have left a permanent bond. To remove worn out sandpaper, soak the grit wheel with sandpaper 

in acetone for 5 minutes and the paper will come right off. Clean the wheel with alcohol and 

wipe or air dry. The steel round is then ready for re-use. These will last forever! 

 
FOR REFERENCE: 

600 Grit = 3/0 Emery paper which is an old sandpaper designations 

800 Grit = 4/0 Emery paper which is also an old sandpaper designations 

 
Question to Dave LaBounty: 

D – a question comes to mind about these grinding fixtures. When I come across them, 

oftentimes they are accompanied with a narrative about the sequence of laps. Same in this case. 

The author states he used this sequence of grits…600, 1000, 1200, 2500, 3000, 5000 and 7000 

and then he used the felt buffs on the buff machine. 7 changes and setups - seems like overkill 

but I’ve come across it several times from different authors/repairers. What is your take on this? 

Just how smooth, free of lines do these impulse surfaces need to be? Isn’t a correct angle more 

important? Trying to land the pallets 7 different setup times on the abrasive seems like a recipe 

for failure to me. Anyhow, appreciate your thoughts. –DM 

 
Yeah, I’m with you there.  It sounds like a lot of work when a couple of different grits of buff 

stick, followed up by treatment on the buffer/polisher only takes a few minutes.  But you do want 

them as highly polished as possible, without any scratch lines. D. LaBounty 
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Setup view 1 and Setup view 2. Insert the fixture into the post holder and then tighten it. Next the T-slot holder is 

positioned to allow the pallet to land squarely onto the grit wheel and then tightened. The only movement allowed 

was the swinging of the pallets. As mentioned above, the option is there to tighten the pallet arbor as well. But so 

far, I like to be able to swing the pallets plus it allowed me to remove them quickly to check the grinding progress, 

particularly when checking their angles. 

 

  
Setup view 3 & 4. I ended up making two fixtures that I expect will fit a variety of deadbeat pallets though I am sure 

other deadbeat pallets will be encountered that will require additional fixtures to be made. All the dimensions would 

be the same for an additional fixture, except for the center hole. It’s diameter is sized the same as the arbor diameter 

to maintain a slip fit and avoid any sloppiness. The depth of the center hole is only as long as the inserted arbor plus a 

minimal distance so that the arbor and its pivot do not bottom out. I want to leave solid as much of the post     

material as possible. You might also need to countersink the hole to receive the end of a collet such as I needed to do 

in Setup view 4. The fixture height is designed to land the pallets approximately at the lathe center height. It is not 

critical to land at the lathe center height as the pallets reach in and fully land squarely onto the grit wheel’s surface, 

resulting in an even removal of material. 
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Final Notes on Grinding and Polishing Impulse/Lift Faces: 

1. Remove the wear from the lock surfaces first before you grind, polish, buff the lift surfaces. 

 
2. Use the Levin Saw Collet to hold the grit wheels & the Levin filing rest post  holder to hold 

the grinding fixture. 

 
3. Grit sequence: 800 – 1000 – 2500 - hard felt wheel with red rouge (approximate grit – 2,000) 

a. The 800 grit is capable of removing material to re-establish an angle and/or if the angle is 

correct, to establish a square surface where there might be many facets from previous 

repair efforts while minimizing the sanding lines. If, for some reason, you have a pallet 

where the 800 grit is not leaving a square, even surface, then resort to the 600 grit wheel. 

As discussed below, when the particles build up on the grit wheel, scrub them off with 

the old tooth brush and continue on. 

b. Next use 1000 grit to remove the lines and obtain a mirror finish. 

c. Next use 2500 grit to continue with the mirror finish. 

d. Final step: Fit up a hard felt wheel onto the Levin saw collet, charge the wheel with red 

rouge and proceed to obtain your final mirror polish. Use the outside ¼” of the felt 

wheel’s edge as this area best retains the rouge. Don’t use the buffing machine to buff. 

Most likely, the pallet is not going to land in the same position as the original setup and 

you’ll just end up rounding edges and such. This setup on the lathe is equal to the buffing 

machine and you can ensure that the pallets will land squarely onto the buff wheel. 

 

Fit a cloth over the lathe headstock to minimize the rouge dust. You don’t want to 

end up as pictured above and risk getting dust into the lathe bearings. 
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e.   Sandpaper discs will need to be changed periodically. Without the use of the cross slide, 

the pallets land onto a specific section of the sandpaper and stay there throughout the 

grinding process, causing a buildup of particles to occur. As that occurs, scrub them off 

with an old tooth brush and continue on. Eventually, abrasives get scrubbed off, requiring 

the paper to be changed. Just submerge in acetone for 5 minutes or so and the paper will 

come right off. Clean the wheels with alcohol, dry thoroughly, spray with the adhesive, 

stick on new paper and trim to size using the shop scissors. 

 
4. Once the grinding fixture is setup for a particular pallet, keep that setup in place and continue 

on with the grit wheel sequence i.e. change the grit wheels from the 800 -1000 -2500 – red 

rouge, before moving on to the other pallet. If you were to alternate pallets for each grit, the 

pallet will land in a different position on the grit wheel for each setup and leave you with a 

“multi-faceted surface”.  For the most part, other than the thickness of the paper, keeping the 

setup in place while going thru the grit sequence will permit the pallet to land in the same 

place. 

 
5. Use all above in conjunction with Jerry Faier’s “Restoring Deadbeat Lift Angles” guidance 

and you’ll end up with a correct, professional looking result. 

 
6. These tight fits, tight tolerances, combined with the rigid setups, provide the control and 

support needed for the pallets to consistently land squarely onto the grit wheels and remain 

that way throughout the grinding and polishing process. 

 
7. Whichever design of grinding fixture is used, mine or the more common type in Appendix 3, 

to achieve the correct angle at which to land the pallets a) One is required to judge by eye 

where to land the pallets onto the abrasive surface b) One is required to manually maneuver 

the pallets to achieve the correct angle and c) When tightened down, one risks slight 

movement of the fixture. This generally results in a slight change in the angle and requires 

one to redo the setup. 

 
8. In comparing and contrasting the two designs…With my design, allowing one to leave the 

pallets on the arbor is a major benefit. The possible benefit to using the more common design 

is the potential use of the cross slide for slight adjustments vs. my manual adjustment of the 

Levin T-slot. Though I don’t see many examples where the cross slide is used and, I must 

say, that lacking the cross slide in my design has not hindered my ability to land the pallets 

on the abrasive discs at the correct angle. Credit to the Levin Lathe attachments for that. 

They are extremely well made with very good tolerances and smooth actions. That said, you 

take your advantages where you can find them . 
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SECTION III - Making a Replacement Suspension Spring: 

While it is a relatively simple task, there are a few tips I will share below: 

 

 

 

Initial setup for measuring the suspension spring with the original. Assumes original is correct or one has judged a 

correct overall length: 
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Measuring for the new suspension spring. First mark on the new rod is at the bend of the old suspension spring. 
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Make a second mark on the new rod. The second mark is 1/16” beyond the first mark to account for the bend that is 

about to take place. 
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Align the feather as if it was going to be placed on the suspension post. Place the Round Nose pliers on the second 

mark and bend with fingers into the above shape, making sure the bend is aligned with the direction of the feather. 

Note that the feather should be aligned in what would be the direction of the suspension post. The Round Noses of 

the pliers are designed with a taper, such that one can make different size circles, round bends. That said, I place the 

wire around the middle of the taper for the size hook that works for a pendulum hook. Note that this picture 

was taken after the crook (to be illustrated next) was already bent into the rod. 
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Making a “crook”, while not necessary, leaves a nice look. Place the Round Nose pliers in the bend, place the Flat 

Nose pliers on the wire above the bend and using the flat nose pliers, make the “crook” bend. 
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Return the bend using Round Nose pliers. 
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Make the finish length cut with the “nipper” pliers. Ideally you would have the type of nippers that will cut squarely 

and leave a flat surface. Either way, to finish, stone the end until flat. 
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Final alignment of bend is done in the vise. By eye, align the feather straight up and down. Bend the hook so that it 

is aligned straight up and down as well. 
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SECTION IV - Lever Replacement 

 

 Determine Original Dimensions: 

o Measure diameter and finish length of Lever in need of replacement. 

o Take special care to measure the bend points. 
o When measuring finish lengths and bend points, begin the measurement from 

underneath the arbor and measure the outside of the bend, not the inside. 

 
 Compare and contrast to available soft wire stock. If necessary drill the lever hole on the 

arbor to a right size. 

o For reference, most original levers are .067",  .064", .062" 
o The excess wire from suspension springs are a good source of wire though I prefer 

the reels of wire found at the local hardware store as they seem to peen easier. 

o If using a reel of wire it will need  to be straightened before use. Cut an extra long 

piece. Insert one end in the vise. Grab onto the wire with pliers and pull the wire until 

straight. Then proceed to insert wire into arbor hole. 
 
 

 Create Reference of Original Configuration and Shape of Levers 

o Take pictures for reference and orientation of original levers 
o Print out picture and transfer finish measurements and bend point measurements to 

the picture for absolute reference. 

 

 
 

 

o Prepare lever hole to receive new lever wire 

o Snip off lever in need of replacement from underneath the arbor 

o Make up an insert punch to stake out wire stub. 
 Make up an insert punch using blue steel wire that is smaller in diameter than 

the wire stub (approx. 30% smaller) and whose length extends out from the 

staking punch approx. 1/16" - 5/64" and insert into stake punch. Keeping the 

length of the insert punch short tends to prevent it from bending during the 

punch out process. 

 Before using blue steel wire insert punch, file both ends flat by fitting up into 

lathe and drawing a #2 or #4 file across it. 
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o Remove the wire stub 

 Place the arbor and wire stub with its peened side facing down over the 

appropriate size hole in a stake block.  Do not strike the peened side!! 

 Place insert punch that is now inserted into the staking punch onto the wire 

stub and strike punch with hammer using medium strength. Make every effort 

to keep the punch on the wire stub during hammering. As always, the goal is 

to leave no marks on the arbor.Avoid using file. Inevitably, the file will touch 

the arbor and mar the surface. 

 
 

o Secure new lever wire: 
o Insert new lever wire through hole in arbor and with the wire protruding long thru the 

arbor, file the wire end flat by laying file on the bench, holding the wire long with 
fingers and scrubbing the wire end on the file until flat. The flat end will leave a 
more professional look after being peened. 

o Insert new wire in the vise and lay the arbor on the closed vise jaws with wire 

protruding proud of the arbor hole by a heavy 3/64" and tighten wire hard in the vise. 
 Note: If one examines antique lever arbors with their various configurations 

and studies the lever’s surface area under the arbor you will see indentation 

marks similar to the vise’s pressure marks that are left from using this method 

to secure levers. This would lead one to reasonably conclude that the factories 

of old used a similar method to secure their lever wires. 
 

 

 

 

 

o Using flat side of a ball peen hammer or a flat nose punch, strike the soft wire medium 

strength until peened over. Remove arbor from vise and check wire to ensure it is tight and 

secure. If not tight, reinsert into vise and strike 2 to 3 medium strength hammer blows. 

Riveting in this way fills up and compresses metal tightly within the hole and consequently 

the wire is tightened. 
o Note that when preparing a hole for a rivet, it is advisable to chamfer the outside of 

the hole to provide an area for the rivet’s head (compressed material) to spread out. 
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o Bend finish shapes at finish bend points and snip to finish length. Referencing picture for 

orientation and finish dimensions. 

o Make a reference mark at the outside bend point length and make a second reference 

mark less 1/16".  Turns out the " less 1/16th" is necessary to account for the wire 

diameter. Otherwise the finish bend point will end up long by 1/16th". 

o What pliers to use: 
 Depending on the shape of the bend: 

Round Nose for a bend with a curve such as for a J lever. 

 Flat nose for a bend with a sharp corner such as count lever, maintaining 

and/or stop lever. 

o Where to make the bend: 
 Place the pliers at the bend point measurement less 1/16" reference mark. 
 While holding the pliers tight, bend with fingers and/or pliers as necessary to 

the desired shape. 

 
 

o If at any time during this process a mistake is made, no problem, just snip off the new lever 

wire, punch out the stub and repeat the process. 


